
Spilled Milk Run – Darwin to Alice Springs
This briefing package is provided to assist in planning and flying in the Spilled Milk Run at Alice 
Springs. It will cover some tips for IFR flight planning, departing from, and arriving to, Alice Springs.

Overview
Alice Springs is a procedural tower. This means the tower relies on pilot reports to provide their control  
service. This document explains what the tower will be expecting from you, and when. 

• Expect instructions to report reaching an altitude.

• Expect instructions to report position (the controller cannot use a radar display to pinpoint you). 

• Expect to be given direct tracking to a navaid, instrument fix or visual reference point. 

• If instrument approaches are in use,  expect to be instructed to hold overhead AS VOR or at 
another published hold on the approach chart.

• Expect to be required to fly your aircraft and maintain altitude accurately. 

• Do not expect vectors to final.

• Do not expect to be issued a heading to fly. 

• Do not expect ATC to know exactly where you are at all times.

Flight Planning
Flights for the milk run are encouraged to use the J251 airway between AS and DN. 

Alice Springs to Darwin: SCOTI J251 TN Q23 VEGPU

Darwin to Alice Springs, Jet Aircraft: PALGA Y25 BEBUX UY83 GREGA J251 SCOTI

Darwin to Alice Springs, Non-Jet Aircraft: LAKUP J251 SCOTI

Non-jets arriving to Darwin below A100, or departing below A090, can plan via whatever track they 
prefer, including direct. Jet aircraft should plan via the above flight plans (or any other track under the 
ERSA Flight Planning Requirements). 

Due to traffic levels, you can likely expect holding either enroute or overhead Alice Springs. Note that 
you can minimise your chances of holding at Alice by reporting ‘visual’ to Tower on first contact, or as  
soon as you can see the ground and can navigate to final by visual means. 

Consider your arrival plans in case of weather. There are a variety of instrument approaches available at 
Alice Springs: from DME/GNSS Arrivals, to ILS, and everything in between: VOR, NDB, and a large 
number of RNAV approaches, including some RNP AR approaches!

Before your flight, collect the charts you expect to use for the flight. This may include the ERC, and 
specific plates from the DAPS, and ERSA extracts. If you plan to navigate visually, you may consider 



including VTC, VNC or WAC for the route to be flown. You can access many of these at the airservices 
website. 

Departing Alice
For IFR aircraft, or aircraft departing above 4500ft, an airways clearance will be required. Contact 
Alice Springs TWR on 118.3 for clearance. 

At night, or by day in IMC, IFR flights can expect to be issued a SID that connects with their flight  
plan track. Otherwise, expect to depart visually and intercept your flight plan track. 

No start clearance is required at Alice. Request push if required. Expect to be given instructions to 
report  passing a point or passing an altitude on departure. Once airborne, report the point you are 
tracking to, or the tracking instructions you were given, as well as the level you were assigned. 

“ABC, tracking via the SCOTI3 departure, flight level 180”. 

“DEF, turning to intercept the 360 radial outbound, 6000ft”.

Dont forget to make any additional reports requested by tower. 

Have Melbourne Centre 131.8 ready to go as the next frequency. Once you contact Melbourne Centre, 
its business as usual – enjoy the trip to Darwin!

Arriving Alice
You’ve  been  descending  en  route  into  Alice  Springs,  and  Melbourne  Centre  gives  you frequency 
transfer instructions: “ABC, contact Alice Tower, 118.3”. Now what?

You make a position report, thats what. You report your distance from the field, the track or radial from 
the field, the level you are descending to, and report visual if you can make a visual approach. Finally, 
include the ATIS information you have (you got the ATIS already, right?). 

Initial Contact Report Format:

(i) (distance) MILES (GNSS or DME) [FROM] (aerodrome) 

(ii)  (GNSS track) TRACK (( or (VOR radial) RADIAL) or (STAR designator) or 
(compass quadrant from aerodrome))

(iii) MAINTAINING (or DESCENDING TO) (level)

(iv) VISUAL if visual approach can be made

(v) INFORMATION (ATIS identification)

So some examples:

“GHI, 27 miles GNSS north of Alice, VFR route 1, maintaining 3000ft visual, information Juliet.”

“KLM, 30 miles DME from Alice, inbound the 346 radial, descending 5000ft, information November.”



“OPQ, 32 miles GNSS Alice, tracking 166 to the field, descending 5000ft, information Uniform.”

Theres a few different responses you could get, depending how busy it is and whether or not you report  
visual. If you report visual, and theres no one else around, you may get cleared for a visual approach 
immediately. Then its as simple as tracking to the field, lining yourself up on final and landing. Whew! 
Just like in Sydney or Melbourne, you still need a specific clearance to land. If you dont report visual,  
you cant be cleared for a visual approach, so you will either be issued a clearance for an instrument 
approach, or holding instructions. 

Normally landing at Sydney or Melbourne, the Approach controller can separate aircraft using a radar 
standard, keeping aircraft at least 3 miles apart (preferably 5). As a procedural tower, this isnt possible 
for Alice Tower until you are inside visual range for them. Until then, only a single aircraft can be 
cleared for an instrument approach at a time. So if several aircraft arrive together, you may have to hold 
overhead Alice while one aircraft flies the instrument approach, and the next positions to be able to fly 
the approach. 

You can expect instructions to exit the hold on a specific radial. This isnt too hard; youtube tutorials are 
available on this subject if you need help. You can use GNSS for this if you arent VOR equipped. You 
can likely expect instructions to join an arc (flying a curved flight path around the airfield, maintaining 
a constant distance from the field using DME). Again, tutorials are available and this type of instrument 
flying is both rewarding and not too complex. 

If you arent confident of your ability, dont be afraid to use the word: UNABLE. You can request a 
particular instrument approach if you cant fly the one Tower nominates. The goal is to get you, and 
everyone else, down as safely and smoothly as possible. 

Melbourne Centre will endeavour to provide a sequence of arrivals which avoids holding, but it will 
still be a benefit to become comfortable with radials, holding, and DME arcs, for now and future flying.

Appendix 1: Charts
Use the VATPAC ATC Assist  to browse suitable Departure and Approach Procedures.  Found here: 
https://atc.vatpac.org/

Type the ICAO identifier into the search bar at the top, and click ‘Search’. (YBAS for Alice Springs, 
YPDN for Darwin.)

The page will load the airport charts, any SIDs, STARs, and Instrument Approach charts (IAPs) for the  
airport. There are 14 different IAPs for Alice Springs! 

You  can  also  browse  the  Aeronautical  Information  Package  (AIP)  here: 
https://www.airservicesaustralia.com/aip/aip.asp

You can browse real world aviation charts, including the ERC, VNC, VTC, and ERSA, on this site.

https://atc.vatpac.org/
https://www.airservicesaustralia.com/aip/aip.asp

